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local IT companies more competitive, considering their harsh
competitive environment. (The effectiveness of) this kind of
measure, however, has been intensively debated nowadays,
since a multitude of policy instruments can be applied to
different business segments and time frames, with varying
levels of legal security and expected results. Such instruments
can be regarded to be of social nature, such as to rise the
education level of IT workers and improve their language
skills, or of economic character, for example to improve the
business environment by deregulation and the existing financial
instruments by making them more accessible to IT companies.
It happens that public policy measures based on social
instruments tend to produce more intangible results and mature
in the long term, whereas those based on economic instruments
are usually more tangible and of short term maturation.
Consequently, the latter receive more attention and criticism.
Policy makers are frequently required to answer some recurrent
questions: Is there an underlying stable legal framework? Are
the instruments allowed by international agreements? What
Index Terms—Tax Incentives; Market Regulation; Public Polis their comparative performance? Is there any (empirical)
icy; Legal Requirements; Information Technology.
evidence of their effectiveness? What is their (temporal)
influence on specific economic sectors and segments?
I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper, we focus on the study of specific market
Information Technology (IT) was early recognized as a regulation and tax incentive instruments hoping to find answers
possible source of social and economic development in more to the last two kinds of questions. We understand by market
mature and less developed economies [2]. The entry barriers regulation any measure that leads to constraints on the economic
in this business sector appeared to be low, requiring from local behavior of persons and companies, and by tax incentive any
governments just investments in human resource formation and measure that fosters the behavior of such actors in particular
basic computation / communication infrastructures, apart from ways. Examples are respectively safety regulation norms issued
guarantees of friendly business environments and the avail- by public health care surveillance agencies and fiscal legislation
ability of financial support. With their relative competitiveness produced by city, state or central governments in order to
insured, private companies would be able to explore their local change taxation bases. Both kinds of instruments may produce
markets and even export [15]. Since that time, however, the effects on the productivity of IT companies, consequently
competition has been increasingly fiercer, some demanding affecting their competitiveness.
success factors have been elicited from practice [4] and global
We investigate here the influence of some tax incentive and
consulting companies have even devised specific products to market regulation requirements on Brazilian IT companies. We
better advise IT clients that have worldwide footprints [7].
study the consequences to these companies of electronic tax
From the public policy maker point of view, it would be recognition and bookkeeping regulation measures, as well as
tempting to propose and implement measures aiming to make payroll tax reductions. The former were a result of a series
of legal norms to improve the Brazilian excise tax collection
†The assumptions, views and opinions in this paper are solely those of the
author and do not necessarily reflect the official policy, strategy or position of system, whereas the latter were a result of discussions between
any Brazilian government entity.
the central government and IT entrepreneur associations. We
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study the influence of these two public policy measures on the
competitiveness of such companies, by observing variations in
their labor productivity, which is calculated here in terms of
the annual gross revenue per worker ratio.
We perform empirical studies using a large data set,
containing the revenues, employment and calculated labor
productivities of 942 Brazilian IT firms. We show that there
has been a positive correlation of electronic tax recognition and
bookkeeping regulation measures with the labor productivity
growth of locally owned suppliers of enterprise resource planning (ERP) software. Likewise, we show that, on average, the
productivity growth of foreign capital hardware manufacturers,
while payroll tax reduction benefits were in force, was higher
than in other periods.
From the Requirements Engineering point of view, the
rationale for performing these studies is two-fold. They
illustrate the temporal and business segment influence that
technology requirements might have on the productivity of
IT companies when considered in public policy measures. In
addition, they lead us to wonder which requirements should
be posed so as to attempt to maximize public policy measure
effects. This view suggests a future research agenda, which is
also proposed herein.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II addresses
related work; Section III describes our research universe,
which consists of tax incentives (III-A) and market regulations
(III-B) that benefit the Brazilian IT industry, apart from its
competitiveness measurement (III-C); Section IV presents our
data sets and research methodology; Section V contains our
data analyses and research findings on the correlation of market
regulations and tax incentives with Brazilian IT company
productivities; Section VI presents the threats to the validity
of our work. We conclude the paper discussing our findings
and suggesting future research.

work: they are prospective rather than retrospective and use
sets of software tools specifically developed for their purposes,
instead of using packaged software.
A distinct but related approach is proposed in [16] and [17],
which adopt measurement techniques to study the attained
levels of compliance with current and proposed goal oriented
regulations, such as those found in public policy statements.
In [17], a measurement framework inspired by the ISO/IEC
15504 standard is proposed for modeling regulation compliance.
This is illustrated by studying the elicitation and analysis of
compliance in business process management applications of the
financial sector. In [16], automation techniques are proposed
to transform outcome based natural language regulatory texts
into goal models, which allow some formal reasoning via goal
model evaluation. These are illustrated by taking examples
from the banking domain. The main distinction in relation of
our work, apart from the adoption of specific purpose software
tools, is that this approach attempts to represent and measure
compliance with goal oriented regulations, whereas ours (as
well as the work mentioned in the previous paragraph) is more
concerned with the effects of traditional perspective norms. We
also study the particular effects that technology requirements
might have when considered in regulations, whereas the related
work is strictly concerned with legal requirements. We believe
that there can be mutual benefits of adopting both approaches in
studying public policy norms, if they are used in a coordinated
manner.
III. B RAZILIAN IT M ARKET I SSUES
A. Tax Incentives to the IT Industry

Some tax incentives have been devised so as to attempt to
influence directly the Brazilian IT industry and consequently
ensure its competitiveness. In general, they result from collective and gradual discussions between government agencies and
entrepreneurial associations. Among these, perhaps the most
II. R ELATED W ORK
enthusiastically greeted ones were payroll tax reductions that
Given the social, economic and professional character of our begun benefiting software service companies, encompassing
research, it is not easy to perform comparisons with related from single software development services and consulting
work. Indeed, the corresponding research subjects appear to be provision to full business process outsourcing activities1 , and
relatively unexplored in Computer Science: Only in 2012 the later on were expanded to cover almost all the IT sector.
ACM introduced a new branch unifying all these topics under
The initial rationale for implementing payroll tax reductions
the same root in its Computing Classification System [10].
was the genuine desire of the country to be better positioned to
Nevertheless, we identify some similarity of our work with compete for the global software development demand by insurthe empirical studies on the impact of income tax exclusions ing the relative affordability of hiring the required workforce for
and deductions reported in [3] using a microfile simulation software development activities. Therefore, a special tax regime
model, which was constructed in terms of variables observed in for software companies that export (REPES) was created in
a large sample of households. That simulation model has been 2005, based on a change in the social benefit taxes paid by
used to advise the Wisconsin state government and legislature software companies. They were originally calculated in terms
about the effects of changes in the tax policy. More recently, of employee wages, but have been modified to be computed in
model based simulations of income tax have been used to advise terms of company gross revenues. Subsequently, trade unions of
the Luxembourg government on planned tax law reforms [21]. IT workers and employers noticed that the widespread adoption
They are formulated in terms of policy and domain UML of the same social benefit recognition methodology could end
models, which are used to produce simulation results with
1 For a precise definition of software service companies, see [20], which
the support of data and simulator generators. Although these
studies software factories and related service provision structures, based on
studies also adopt empirical methods and are based on large interviews, questionnaires, software metrics and software process assessments
data sets, there are two main differences in relation to our performed in a single company.

arduous discussions between IT companies and their employees
The preceding period events brought important consequences
aiming to make the allowed hiring methods more flexible. to the local IT industry. Since that time, multicurrency and
With the agreement of the Ministry of Labor, the benefit highly parameterized systems are produced in the country,
was generalized in 2011 to all kinds of software companies. avoiding rework due to economic policy changes, for example.
Subsequently, with the 2012 economic crisis eroding the Moreover, the tax legislation itself established strict requirecompetitiveness of local companies, as an anti-cyclic measure, ments for commerce automation hardware and software, which
the benefit was further generalized to cover hardware sellers / were originally of optional enforcement, but have been made
manufacturers, as well as companies of other economic sectors. compulsory later on, ensuring high compliance with taxation
The PTR benefit was substantially reduced at the end of 2015, rules and efficiency in tax collection procedures. Clearly, this
due to changes in the central government tax priorities.
legal framework explicitly involves both manufacturers of
We summarize the respective legislation as follows:
commerce automation equipment and ERP companies, which
normally provide packaged and customized software, apart
• Law 11.196/2005 (Law of Good or LoG): Establishes
2
the special tax regime for software companies that export from software services .
We summarize the respective legislation as follows:
(REPES), granting additional benefits to local research and
• ICMS Agreement 44/1987: Specifies requirements and
development activities, as well as to intellectual property
rules for accreditation and use of Point of Sale (PDV
protection measures abroad;
in Portuguese) terminals (comprising both hardware and
• Law 11.774/2008 (LoG regulation): Allows reductions
embedded software), as well as for fiscal document
in some payments of social benefits in proportion to the
contents and controls in the country;
gross revenues obtained from exports;
• ECF Agreement 01/1998: Regulates the adoption of
• Law 12.546/2011 (Payroll Tax Reduction or PTR):
Tax Coupon Issuers (ECF, a kind of PDV equipment)
Allows any software company to pay as a social benefit
in substitution to the invoice printers previously used in
tax 2.5% of its gross revenues;
product and service sales (compulsory usage in the whole
• Decree 7.828/2012 (PTR regulation): Defines some
country from 2001 onwards);
additional procedures for companies benefited by the PTR
• SITEF Adjustment 07/2005: Establishes a protocol
Law, such as to produce accounting records according to
for numbering, printing, communicating, processing and
electronic bookkeeping procedures, and expands the scope
substituting Electronic Invoices (NF-E) presented to tax
of LoG to companies of selected sectors and manufacturers
collection authorities and other related institutions (the
/ re-sellers of certain products, making the gross revenue
decision as to make their usage compulsory was delegated
percentage paid as social benefits vary accordingly;
to state governments, which nowadays have all enforced
• Law 1.3161/2015: Cancels the PTR benefit to commerce
the norm);
and industrial companies and rises the percentage of the
• ICMS Agreement 143/2006: Establishes Digital Bookgross revenues paid as social benefits by other sectors;
keeping Procedures (EFD) in substitution to the production
As can be noted, more and more companies were included in
of traditional printed accounting books (compulsory in the
the scope of the PTR benefit, something that made it difficult
whole
country from 2016 onwards for small companies
to understand and evaluate. However, due to the formulation
and
from
2009 onwards for other companies);
of the legislation in terms of the Brazilian Corporate Tax
•
Decree
6.022/2007:
Establishes a Public Digital BookPayer Registry Unique Identification Number (CNPJ) of each
keeping
System
(SPED)
cooperatively managed by the
company, its main business code (according to the Brazilian
central
and
state
governments
(which is of compulsory
National System of Economic Activity Classification – CNAE)
usage
by
all
those
entities
that
wish
to validate their fiscal
and the Harmonized System Code of the benefited products
electronic
documents,
which
in
turn
are required to adopt
(according to the Mercosur Common Naming Scheme – NCM,
digital
certification);
a derivation of the World Commerce Organization – WCO
In order to illustrate the technical requirements captured in
harmonized system), this subject became tractable with the aid
of some automated support, as we shall show in Section IV. the aforementioned market regulation norms, we present in
Table I a selection of these requirements. In the first column,
B. Market Regulations of other Economic Sectors
the requirement identifier is presented, formed using the norm
The origins of the Brazilian legislation on electronic tax name appended to the respective article, item and paragraph
recognition and bookkeeping date back to the 1980s, just before numbers. In the second column, we classify each requirement
the institution of the Brazilian Real (the currently adopted according to its focus in the corresponding system, software or
currency in Brazil) by the Federal Government, ending a period development process. In particular, system requirements may
of currency value oscillations and high inflation. The desire be related either to business rules or hardware specifications
to implement a rigorous tax collection policy led the central required in enforcing these norms. We also classify the type
government to establish agreements with state governments to
2 For a precise definition of software product companies, see [19], which
unify the product and service excise tax (ICMS, the Portuguese
differentiates the packaged software from the custom software business based
abbreviation) collection system adopted in the country, sharing on three case studies with data gathered from interviews, surveys, observations
rights and obligations with all the involved entities.
and archival records of software development teams of many companies.

TABLE I
S ELECTED TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS IN THE B RAZILIAN ELECTRONIC TAX RECOGNITION AND BOOKKEEPING LEGISLATION .
Id
(PDV3)
(PDV3.2)
(PDV3.3)
(PDV3.8)
(PDV3.14)
(PDV3.20)

Focus
System
System
System
System
System
System

Functionality
Non-Functional
Non-Functional
Non-Functional
Non-Functional
Non-Functional
Non-Functional

(PDV3.P5)

Software

Operational

(PDV3.P16)

Software

Non-functional

(PDV3.P19)
(PDV4)
(PDV4.1)
(PDV15)
(PDV15.2)
(PDV22)
(PDV22.2)
(PDV22.3-4)
(PDV26)
(ECF2)
(ECF2.1)
(ECF2.2)
(ECF2.3)
(NF-E3a)

Software
System
System
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Process

Operational
Non-Functional
Non-Functional
Informational
Informational
Informational
Informational
Informational
Informational
Informational
Informational
Informational
Informational
Non-Functional

(NF-E3b)
(NF-E3.1)
(NF-E3.2)
(NF-E3.3)

Process
Software
Software

Non-Functional
Operational
Informational

(NF-E3.4)
(NF-E3.5)
(NF-E4)
(NF-E4.1)
(NF-E4.2)
(NF-E5)

Software
Software
System
System
System
Software

Informational
Informational
Functional
Functional
Functional
Operational

(NF-E10)

System

Functional

(NF-E10.1)
(EFD1.1)
(EFD1.2)
(EFD2)
(EFD7)
(EFD7.1-5)
(SPED2)

System
System
Software
Software
System
System
System

Functional
NA
Operational
Operational
NA
Functional
Functional

(SPED4)

System

Functional

Statement
A PDV equipment will contain, at least:
an issuer of fiscal coupons and/or invoices
an issuer of analytic listings
a serial manufacturing number stamped into or an identification plaque attached to its surface
a numbered protection device to insure equipment inviolability, preventing any violation without evidence
a fiscal memory in PROM or EPROM with capacity to store 1825 daily accumulated gross sale values and
their date and time, restart counter, equipment serial number and the issuer federal, state and city taxpayer ids
Independently of the issued document type, the equipment transaction order number shall start from 1,
be sequential and increasing
In case of failure, disconnection or fiscal memory exhaustion, this event shall be immediately detected and
informed in a message by the equipment, which will stay blocked, except from reading the fiscal memory
Access to the fiscal memory is restricted to basic software, under manufacturer responsibility
The equipment will not have key, device or function that:
prevents the issuance of tax documents or printing analytic listings
Each invoice will contain at least the following data:
the transaction order number
In sales wherein goods are picked up by the buyer, invoices may be replaced by fiscal coupons, containing:
issuer name, address, federal and state taxpayer ids
issue date in the format (day, month, year) and transaction order number
The equipment should be able to print analytic listings reporting the issued tax documents and others
For proving operating costs and expenses, under the ICMS legislation, ECF issued documents must contain:
the federal taxpayer id of the acquiring person or company
the description of the goods or services object of the transaction, even if summarized or through codes
transaction date and value
Each NF-E must be issued based on the proper layout by means of software developed or acquired by
the taxpayer or made available by tax administration authorities.
The following procedures apply to issued NF-Es:
the digital file of the NF-E shall be prepared according to the XML standard
the numbering of NF-Es is sequential and must be restarted when the one billion limit is reached
each NF-E shall contain a code generated by the issuer to compose an access key, along with
the issuer CNPJ and the serial number of the NF-E
each NF-E must contain the issuer digital signature to ensure the authorship of the digital document
the identification of the goods in a NF-E shall contain their code, set according to the NCM
The digital file of the NF-e can only be used as a tax document after:
being transmitted electronically to a tax administration authority
have their use authorized by the respective protocol
The digital NF-E file transmission must be made via the Internet, through security protocols or encryption,
using software developed or acquired by the taxpayer or made available by tax administration authorities
The issuer shall keep the digital NF-E file under its own guard and responsibility, for the period established
in legislation, even outside the company. It shall be made available to tax authorities whenever requested
the recipient should check the authenticity and validity of the NF-E and the existence of authorization
An EFD is considered valid for tax purposes only after the confirmation of reception of the respective file
The reception and validation of an EFD will be held in SPED
The EFD file must be digitally signed by the taxpayer or its legal representative
EFD bookkeeping replaces the standard bookkeeping and printing procedures of the following books:
Inputs and Outputs Registration, Inventory Record, and Production and Excise Tax Calculation books
SPED unifies the reception, validation, storage and authentication of books and documents, which
are part of the accounting and bookkeeping of each company, using a single computerized flow of information
Access to SPED information shall be granted to its members, without prejudice to compliance with
commercial, tax and banking secrecy legislation

of each requirement as non-functional or functional, the latter
ones segregated into informational and operational.
As can be noticed, the Brazilian electronic tax recognition
and bookkeeping legislation heavily relies on IT and, as a
side effect, generates a proper environment for the growth of
local companies exploring the commerce automation and ERP
businesses, which is analyzed in the sequel.
C. Competitiveness Measurement of IT Companies
Specific market regulations and tax benefits may be important
to insure the competitiveness of IT companies. The adoption

of such public policy instruments tend to mature in the short
term and consequently requires effective evaluation metrics.
One way to satisfy this requirement is to measure how the
production capability of each company is affected, something
normally modeled using production functions, which explicitly
relate, in a time relying manner, dependent variables (called
outputs) to independent ones (called inputs). These functions
can be applied to distinct objects, such as individuals, business
units, companies, economic sectors and even national accounts.
Therefore, they are an adequate instrument for measuring
individual effectivity and assessing comparative performance.

In a seminal work concerning the productivity of R&D intensive companies [8], the following formulation of production
functions was proposed, based on the classical multiplicative
model of time series:
2 where:
Qot = β0 eλt Koβt1 Coβt2 Lo1−β
t

(1)

measure of output (Qo ). However, the mixture of economic and
technical independent variables seems to be counter intuitive,
since they belong to different abstraction levels.
Here we adopt the total number of company workers (possibly comprising trainees, employees and some shareholders)
reported by each company at the calendar year end as the
measure of input. This is an objective and consistent metric
that allows us to compare distinct companies. Indeed, it would
be possible to further specialize this metric taking into account
in our analysis the skills, wages, location and other personal
aspects of company workers, but we choose to adopt this simple
and general formulation here to facilitate the development
of our study. As a measure of output, we adopt the annual
gross revenues of each company, which is also an objective
and consistent metric, since every company is obliged to
produce yearly financial statements presenting this kind of
data according to generally accepted accounting principles. In
this way, we adopt the gross revenue per worker ratio as a
measure of IT company productivity. This is usually called
labor productivity in the literature.
The main advantage of adopting labor productivity in relation
to other corporate productivity measures is that it is easy to
compute and understand. Other measures – such as those based
on value added labor, capital labor, strict capital and multiple
factors – can be easily misinterpreted, are more difficult to
calculate or suffer influence from factors that are not always
explicit3 .

Economic output (e.g. sales, revenues, value-added);
Capital input (e.g. machinery, facilities);
Labor input (e.g. salaries, benefits, labor taxes);
∑i woi Rot−i , a measure of accumulated and still productive R(&D) capital, where Ro measures deflated
gross investments and wo their connections to an
object o knowledge;
λ:
Rate of disembodied technical change external to all
the studied objects;
β j:
Constants (for 0 ≤ j ≤ 2);
Independent variables that reflect tangible resources (C), such
as investments in capital goods, are admittedly arduous to treat,
due to the effect of physical or economic processes such as
depreciation and inflation happening in each analyzed time
period. In turn, the variables that capture intangible resources
(K), such as intellectual property, although also delicate to
be treated, may help explaining why sometimes increases in
capital and labor inputs are not reflected in productivity growth,
for example due to technological lags or debts.
We believe that the study of IT company productivities
(consequently their competitiveness) should be performed based
on variables which are intuitive both to policy makers and to the
IV. R ESEARCH DATA & M ETHODOLOGY
whole industry, not only due to their familiarity with the adopted
variables, but also because of a simple productivity function A. Research Universe & Data Collection
formulation. Moreover, variables for which publicly available
The main subject of our research are companies established
observations are at hand should be preferred, since these may in Brazil. We organize our observations regarding such compabe subject to third party validation. Finally, depending on nies in a data set containing company revenues and employment.
the observational and comparative nature of a study, between We stratify our data set and analyses according not only to
individuals or groups of companies in specific time periods, the main business segment of each company, determined from
it is not even necessary to care about currency fluctuations, its main source of revenues, but also to the main source of
inflation, depreciation or other factors that equally affect the invested capital.
whole population under investigation. These requirements guide
We use in our research a data set containing 942 Brazilian IT
us in the choice of independent variables and in the formulation companies. Among these, 687 are software companies and 255
of specific production functions.
are hardware companies. This seems to be a quite representative
The tradition in the IT sector is to adopt, in the proposition sample, considering the total number of such companies
of productivity functions, restricted versions and specific existing in the country at the end of 2014: the Brazilian
interpretations of the general definition in (1). In particular, Association of Software Companies (ABES) estimated in
investments in capital goods tend to be negligible in IT 6.994 the number of software companies [1], divided in 3.642
companies when compared to research, development and labor software product and 3.352 software service companies; and
investments. This means that, in the IT industry, β2 is typically the Ministry Science, Technology and Innovation (MCTI)
presumed to be nearly zero, resulting in the following simplified reported the existence of 562 hardware manufacturers in the
definition:
country benefited by some tax incentive [13]. Unfortunately,
Qo
(2) neither ABES/MCTI nor any other representative institution
Pot = t = β0 eλt Koβt1
Lot
of the sector reports a break down of their estimates on the
Since labor has paramount importance in research and Brazilian IT company population according to the main origin
development intensive companies, typical production functions of company capital.
Q:
C:
L:
K:

adopt the cost of labor, worked hours or employed personnel
as inputs (Lo ). The number of produced items (such as
manufactured equipment or lines of code) is normally used as a

3 For a detailed discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of adopting
specific productivity measures, the reader is referred to the extensive study of
the OECD [14] on this subject

This data set was constructed collecting employment and
The main business code of each company was used to create
revenue data from multiple sources. The primary data sources categories of software product, software service and hardware
were the annual financial statements of each company. In manufacturing companies. Moreover, companies were classified
Brazil, large size companies listed in the Bovespa Stock Market as foreign or locally owned based on their main origin of
upload their financial statements into the Internet site of CVM4 . invested capital.
Moreover, most large and medium size companies in Brazil are
As a result, the software companies in our data set were
obliged to publish their financial statements in large circulation further divided into 210 product and 477 service companies.
newspapers. For those cases in which the author did not In addition, we also determined that 77.5% of the software
have direct access to the corresponding financial statements, product companies were locally owned, whereas 80.5% of the
secondary sources were used. In those cases, revenue and service companies had most of their invested capital from a
employment data were extracted from annual publications of local origin. We also found out that 66.4% of the hardware
market research institutions to which such data were directly companies were locally owned.
disclosed by the studied companies [22], [6], [9].
It is important to mention that we also adopted a temporal
As a selection criterion for inclusion of an observation in filter in treating our data. Although our time series on economic
our data set, we required third party validation. This kind of data begin in 1990, we chose to conduct our analyses just in the
validation was performed by diverse entities, such as external period from 2004 to 2014 for two reasons: Due to the exchange
auditors or board members, which approved the annual financial rate of the Brazilian Real in relation to the American Dollar
statements analyzed in our research, and trusted market research (adopted in our revenue time series for past comparability
institutions, which perform varying levels of cross checking.
reasons), which was relatively stable in this period, and due to
the availability of data on the respective company populations
B. Data Correction & Adjustment
collected by their representative institutions.
Our data set is organized in terms of the CNPJ number of
each company and also contains company name, main business D. Derived Data Computation
Since our data set is sparse, in the sense that there are some
code (according to CNAE) and main origin of invested capital
(local or foreign). In many cases, these data were collected missing observations in the middle of some periods, we used
from secondary sources and were clearly incorrect, having to interpolation in order to estimate interior points in the curves of
be manually fixed by the author in queries to the Brazilian revenues and employment of each company, based on the points
already present in each corresponding time series. Nearly 13.0%
Inland Revenue databases.
It happens that there is no publicly available source contain- of our data on revenues were computed in this way, whereas
ing revenue and employment data that can be used for cross 23.7% of our employment data was a result of interpolation.
checking secondary source data, mainly due to public trade The labor productivity ratio of each company was calculated
and tax secrecy policies. In those cases that divergent data for all those years in which there were original or computed
concerning the revenue or employment of a company were simultaneous observations of revenues and employment.
The decisions taken in the computation of derived data also
collected from different secondary sources, just the smallest
threaten the validity of our work and, due to this fact, we
figures were admitted in our data sets.
Our data sets also contain categorical data, for instance the analyze them in detail in Section VI.
main business segment of each company, determined from the
V. DATA A NALYSIS & R ESEARCH F INDINGS
CNAE code of the company stored in Inland Revenue databases.
Now we study the relation of the market regulation and
Again, whenever the main source of company revenue was not
correctly reflected in the corresponding business segment code, tax benefit requirements described in Section III to labor
the latter was manually adjusted by the author. This kind of productivity, considering the population of Brazilian IT comdata adjustment process, as well as the subsequent filtering, panies. As we have already mentioned, we conjecture that
computation and analysis, were all performed with automated the inclusion of companies in the scope of such public policy
measures contributes to increase their labor productivity growth.
support provided by spreadsheets [12].
We are aware that the aforementioned treatments raise Given their distinct formulations, each public policy instrument
important threats to the validity of our work, which are analyzed requires a slightly different empirical study design.
Concerning electronic tax recognition and bookkeeping
in detail in Section VI.
regulation measures, the affected companies are essentially
C. Data Classification & Filtering
manufacturers of commerce automation equipment and ERP
After collecting, correcting and adjusting data, we performed companies. Considering this, we identified such companies in
a data classification and temporal filtering process, due to our our data set and performed statistical tests comparing their labor
interest in studying the temporal correlation of tax incentive productivity growth with those of other companies. We took
and market regulation requirements with the labor productivity into account the entire period from 2004 to 2014 to compute
productivity growth ratios, since the respective regulations were
of IT companies in specific periods.
enforced in this whole period. Consequently, the following
4 CVM is the Brazilian Securities and Exchanges Commission.
hypothesis was tested in each of the four partitions of our data

TABLE II
R ESULTS OF W ELCH ’ S T- TEST ON THE AVERAGE LABOR PRODUCTIVITY
GROWTH OF B RAZILIAN IT COMPANIES .

TABLE III
P OWER OF W ELCH ’ S T- TEST ON THE AVERAGE LABOR PRODUCTIVITY
GROWTH OF B RAZILIAN IT COMPANIES .

NATURE OF
BUSINESS
A. Hardware
Products
B. Software
Products
C. Software
Services

NATURE OF
BUSINESS
A. Hardware
Products
B. Software
Products
C. Software
Services

ORIGIN OF
CAPITAL
1. Local
2. Foreign
1. Local
2. Foreign
1. Local
2. Foreign

Benefited by Market Regulations
n1 + n2
t-value
DoF
p-value
6 + 41
−65.7849
2
1.0000
0 + 31
N.A.
N.A.
N.A
25 + 50
8.3101
44
0.0000
4 + 15
−31.7327
3
1.0000
8 + 145
46.7346
8
0.0000
2 + 53
−57.1857
53
1.0000

set, that is, considering the main business segment and capital
origin of each company, generating six statistical test results:
(HYP1) On average, the labor productivity growth of companies in the scope of electronic tax recognition
and bookkeeping regulation measures is higher
than in other companies;
Since our productivity data set is skewed, we apply a
logarithmic transformation to approximate a normal distribution.
Next, we adopt the one tailed Welch’s t-test for two independent
samples with unequal sizes and variances to attempt to validate
HYP1. The t-test suggests as a null hypothesis that the
difference between the average values observed in the respective
populations is equal to zero. In the context of our analyses, this
means that the average labor productivity growth of companies
in the scope of the studied market regulations is equal to that
of other companies.
We present in Table II the inputs and computed results of our
statistical tests. Each sample partition, with size n = n1 + n2 ,
is divided in two sub-partitions, the first containing the
productivity growth of companies in the scope of the studied
regulation and the second one containing the productivity
growth of companies that are not. For example, our sample
contains 47 observations from companies that produce hardware
and have a local main origin of invested capital (first line in the
table, labeled with A.1), of which 6 are included in the scope
of the studied market regulations and 41 others that are not.
The respective t-values are computed taking into account the
sub-partition sizes (n), as well as the labor productivity growth
averages (X) and variances (S) of each sample sub-partition,
in the same way that the varying degrees of freedom (DoF)
numbers are computed. The resulting p-values are determined
from the corresponding t-values with the computed degrees of
freedom using the t-distribution.
Before drawing any conclusion from the data presented in
Table II, let us investigate whether or not there is any lack
of capability of the reported tests to find positive conclusions,
if those were the case. In order to clarify this, we study
the statistical power of our tests, which corresponds to the
probability to reject a null hypothesis when it is false. In other
words, the larger the power, the more likely we are to reject the
null hypothesis when it is false. In tests of differences of two
average values, statistical power is calculated from the sizes,
averages and variances of the respective samples, as well as
from the significance level at which the null hypothesis should

ORIGIN OF
CAPITAL
1. Local
2. Foreign
1. Local
2. Foreign
1. Local
2. Foreign

Benefited by Market Regulations
X1 / X2
S1 / S2
Power
1.0029 / 1.0118 0.0002 / 0.0006 100.0%
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
1.0122 / 1.0115 0.0012 / 0.0011 100.0%
1.0044 / 1.0181 0.0002 / 0.0001 100.0%
1.0275 / 1.0120 0.0003 / 0.0003 100.0%
1.0035 / 1.0152 0.0000 / 0.0002 100.0%

be rejected. The data from our post hoc power analysis are
presented in Table III.
Tables II and III show that there is not a sufficient number
of observations of the group of foreign capital hardware
manufacturers to permit any statistical test. Moreover, although
there are enough observations and the corresponding statistics
have sufficient power, our tests on foreign capital software
companies and locally owned hardware manufacturers do not
allow us to reject the null hypothesis, nor to confirm HYP1.
This can be verified comparing the computed p-values with the
significance level adopted in our work (0.025). It does not mean
that HYP1 does not hold for the corresponding populations,
just that the statistical test could not determine it.
As can be noticed, the only tests for which HYP1 is confirmed are those related to locally owned software companies,
both for product and service suppliers. Since the only kind of
software company included in the focus group of our statistical
tests are ERP suppliers, our tests confirm that there is statistical
support to ascertain that, on average, labor productivity growth
is higher in companies affected by electronic tax recognition
and bookkeeping regulation measures. The identification of
ERP companies among service and product suppliers should not
surprise reader, since these companies indeed provide packaged
and customized software, as well as related services.
Let us turn to payroll tax reductions measures. In this case,
almost all IT companies were benefited by the incentive in
the short period of time comprising 2013 and 2014. Therefore,
we are led to perform tests comparing the productivity growth
rates of companies from 2004 to 2012 with those observed
in the period from 2013 to 2014. Consequently, we test the
following hypothesis in each of the four partitions of our data
set, that is, considering the main business and capital origin
of each company, generating six statistical test results:
(HYP2) On average, the labor productivity growth of
companies is higher while their are benefited
by payroll tax reduction measures than in other
periods;
We also use Welch’s t-test on our log-transformed productivity data set to attempt to validate HYP2. As a null hypothesis,
we state that the average labor productivity growth of companies
while they are in the scope of payroll tax reductions is equal
to that outside the period of the granted benefits. The resulting
sample sizes, t-values, required degrees of freedom and critical
p-values are presented in Table IV.

concerning how to treat missing data. In the end, the obtained
data sets were not randomly selected, nor normally distributed.
Concerning the adoption of multiple data sources, we had
access
to and used both primary and secondary sources,
NATURE OF ORIGIN OF
Benefited by Tax Incentives
something that could compromise the quality of our data.
n1 + n2
t-value
DoF
p-value
BUSINESS
CAPITAL
A. Hardware 1. Local
22+47
−38.9728
26
1.0000
However, the adopted sources were considered trustful in all
Products
2. Foreign
5+31
88.5780
4
0.0000
cases, since the data provided was always subject to third party
B. Software 1. Local
24+74
−1.4971
23
0.9260
validation. The adopted data sources were published financial
Products
2. Foreign
1+19
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
C. Software 1. Local
68+152
−1.1700
67
0.8769
statements and published market research studies, which are
Services
2. Foreign
17+53
−60.0674
16
1.0000
respectively analyzed prior to their publication by auditors or
board members and by market researchers. As a consequence,
raw data provided directly by the studied companies was never
TABLE V
P OWER OF W ELCH ’ S T- TEST ON THE AVERAGE LABOR PRODUCTIVITY
used in our analyses.
GROWTH OF B RAZILIAN IT COMPANIES .
The simultaneous adoption of primary and secondary data
sources forced us to define clear criteria for data selection and
NATURE OF ORIGIN OF
Benefited by Tax Incentives
was also a source of divergent observations concerning some
BUSINESS
CAPITAL
X1 / X2
S1 / S2
Power
companies. Data collected from primary sources was always
A. Hardware 1. Local
0.9980 / 1.0134 0.0017 / 0.0009 100.0%
2. Foreign
1.0346 / 1.0019 0.0008 / 0.0002 100.0%
Products
preferred in our research, since no second party noise could
B. Software 1. Local
1.0122 / 1.0139 0.0055 / 0.0005 15.9%
be introduced in this way. For this reason, our data sets were
Products
2. Foreign
0.9693 / 1.0093
N.A.
N.A.
populated first with data from published financial statements.
C. Software 1. Local
1.0124 / 1.0144 0.0142 / 0.0006 9.2%
Services
2. Foreign
0.9843 / 1.0078 0.0016 / 0.0003 100.0%
On the other hand, economic data collected from secondary
sources often contained mistakes and generated doubts in cases
of multiple observations concerning the same company. In
Before drawing conclusions from the data in Table IV, we those cases, clearly mistaken data were manually corrected by
investigate again the statistical power of our tests. The data of the author, after validation with any existing alternative sources
– such as Inland Revenue databases – and just the smallest
our post hoc power analysis are presented in Table V.
Tables IV and V show that there are not sufficient productiv- figures from multiple observations were admitted, considering
ity growth observations from the investigated group of foreign that a frequent source of lack of correction in market research
capital software product companies to permit any statistical test. studies is overstatement.
Missing data were also noticed in our data sets, which
Moreover, the corresponding tests concerning locally owned
software companies do not have sufficient statistical power. In could lead to biased estimates, decreased statistical power,
addition, our tests on locally owned hardware manufacturers increased standard errors and weak generalizability. Concerning
and foreign capital software service companies do not allow their treatment, we decided to use interpolation to estimate
each missing revenue and employment data based on its
us to reject the null hypothesis, nor to confirm HYP2.
The only test which confirms HYP2 is that related to neighborhood. This adjustment resulted in estimates for 13.0%
foreign owned hardware manufacturers. Consequently, there of our data on revenues and 23.7% of our employment data.
is statistical support to ascertain that, on average, the labor Alternative methods could be used, such as imputation [18],
productivity growth of foreign owned hardware manufacturers but interpolation appeared to have a better performance in
was higher while affected by payroll tax reductions than in our case, since data was not missing completely at random,
other periods. What is most interesting to observe is that this existing data points were good predictors of missing data and
group of companies was not among those originally targeted the sizes of our data samples were expressive. Interpolation
by this public policy measure, as described in Section III-A. has also been used by other authors in similar situations [8].
Although our productivity data set captures the figures of
It is important to mention that we used in our analyses
of labor productivity compound annual growth rates (CAGR) companies of different natures and businesses, data samples
rather than absolute growth rates. We were led to adopt the defined out of it were not randomly selected, since the collected
CAGR measure since it reflects average annual rates instead data reflects mostly the productivity of mid-size and large
of rates observed for the whole period of study, which cannot companies, for which public data is available. To confirm this,
be computed in all cases due to missing data in the temporal we performed a Wald-Wolfowitz runs test on a yearly basis,
taking into account our revenue and employment data. In this
boundaries of some time series.
kind of test, runs are defined as sequences of equal signals
VI. T HREATS TO VALIDITY
of the difference between an observed value in relation to the
The main threats to the validity of our work are the internal sample mean. As a null hypothesis, the number of runs is
ones, related to data collection, data adjustment and derived assumed to be a randomly distributed variable and the main
data computation. Indeed, we adopted multiple and sometimes hypothesis is that randomness is absent. By applying the test
divergent secondary data sources, had to perform manual on our data sets, we confirmed, with the significance level of
corrections in some collected data and made critical decisions 0.025, that they were almost always not randomly selected.
TABLE IV
R ESULTS OF W ELCH ’ S T- TEST ON THE AVERAGE LABOR PRODUCTIVITY
GROWTH OF B RAZILIAN IT COMPANIES .

Even though this could harm the possibility of generalizing inclusion of the requirements in Table I in the respective
our findings obtained from statistical tests, which are based legislation (corresponding to a substantial part of these norms)
on the randomness assumption, we obtained an expressive is correlated to the productivity growth of local ERP companies,
population coverage, leading to observations on productivity but the affordability requirement underlying the legislation
data of more than 10% of the estimated population. In addition, described in Section III-A had limited correlation with the
we performed alternative analyzes based on descriptive statistics productivity growth of hardware manufacturers, just for foreign
and statistic control charts (not presented here), which led to capital ones and during a short period of time. While it is not
the same conclusions.
clear if it is the whole set of requirements or just a few of
Another aspect that deserves further analysis is the lack of them that positively benefit the former business segment, the
normality in the distribution of our productivity data. In order latter segment generates relatively less employment and perhaps
to cope with this limitation, we applied logarithmic transfor- this was an ad hoc additional reason for local policy makers
mations attempting to approximate normality. Although the to reduce the respective tax incentives recently. The reader
application of these transformations on our data was effective should not perceive this public policy making approach as a
– since variance, skew and curtosis were significantly reduced – means to create market barriers or provide unfair advantages
the transformed data was still not normally distributed, as we to specific companies, economic sectors or to a whole national
could confirm by the application of the Anderson-Darling test economy, so long as regulations and incentives equally benefit
in each case. Since the sizes of our samples are expressive and local and foreign capital companies and are connected to
we use statistic methods that compensate for distinct variances research and development efforts or anti-cyclic measures, which
in sample sub-partitions, we accept the obtained results as if aim to equalize competitive conditions and are allowed by
international trade agreements (such as those supported by the
our log-transformed data were normally distributed.
Finally, geographic and temporal validity were not objects of WCO), something that we have argued herein concerning the
concern here, since the analyzed public policy instruments are studied norms.
We perceive the reported studies as part of a broader
particular to the Brazilian IT Industry and considered almost
research agenda which aims to investigate the connections
the entire periods in which they have been in force.
among technology requirements, public policy instruments and
VII. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
corporate productivity. We have already investigated in [5]
We have investigated the influence of market regulation and the connections between quality assurance measures and the
tax benefit requirements on the labor productivity growth of labor productivity of Brazilian software companies. A specific
Brazilian IT companies. We showed that there has been a pos- research direction in our agenda is the study of the connections
itive correlation of electronic tax recognition and bookkeeping between norms that govern the Brazilian financial system and
regulation measures with the productivity growth of locally the productivity of local banking automation companies. We
owned suppliers of ERP software. Likewise, we showed that, believe that some of the lessons learned by putting forward
on average, the labor productivity growth of foreign capital this agenda will be of local and general interest alike.
hardware manufacturers, while payroll tax reduction benefits
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